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Abstract

An effective two-dimensional dynamic interaction is developed which

incorporates screening of holes by plasmons and by optical phonons to discuss the

nature of the pairing mechanism leading to superconductivity in layered mercury

cuprates. The system is treated as an ionic solid containing layers of charge carriers

and a model dielectric function is set up which fulfils the appropriate sum rules on

the electronic and ionic polarizabilities. The values of the coupling strength and of

the Coulomb interaction parameter indicate that the superconductor is in the strong

coupling regime with effective screening of the charge carriers. The superconducting

transition temperature of optimally doped HgBa2Cu04+8 is estimated as 94 K from

Kresin's strong coupling theory and the energy gap ratio is substantially larger than

the BCS value. The value of the isotope exponent is severely reduced below the BCS

value. The implications of the model and its analysis are discussed.



1. Introduction

The discovery of several types of copper oxide superconductors with various

stacked-layer sequences has opened the way towards an understanding of the pairing

mechanisms leading to high-Tc superconductivity. The occurence of superconductiv-

ity in HgBa2Cu04+5 systems (Tc = 94-98 K), where crystal structure and structural

defects are connected with the origin of the high transition temperature [1] has again

stimulated intense interest. A value Tc = 136 K is reported for Hg-1223 with three

CuC>2 layers in one unit cell at ambient pressure and it can be further enhanced to

above 150 K by applying pressure [2]. Hg-1223 is a member of the series of

compounds with generalised formula of HgBa2Can.1CunO2n+2+5» corresponding to n =

3. The crystal structure of the first member of this series, namely Hg-1201 or

HgBa2Cu04+5, is relatively simple: a single CuO2 layer is present in the stacking

sequence and there is no mismatch between the layers of (CuO2), (BaO) and (HgOg)

alternating along the c-axis of the unit cell. In the other members of the series, layer

stacking faults are instead present along the c-axis.

The extra oxygen content (8) in HgBa2CuC>4+5 influences the transition

temperature of the superconducting state and much interest has been focused on it

[3]. The presence of only one type of oxidising fragment in the Hg-1201 structure,

namely Cu atoms in the CuO2 layers provides a parabolic-like dependence of Tc on

the extra oxygen content, which determines the hole concentration in the conduction

band. The parabolic dependence of the transition temperature on the number of

carriers per CuC>2 reveals that superconducting transport takes place mainly in the

CuO2 plane over a limited region of 8. Tc has its maximum at 96 K for 8 = 0.2. In

view of the parabolic dependence of Tc on 8, it seems important as a first step to

understand the nature of the pairing mechanism and the superconducting transition

temperature in doped Hg-1201 at 8 = 0.2. The increase in Tc with the increase in the

number of CuO2 layers is also a significant problem, that we do not discuss in this

work.

The Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory for conventional supercondu-

ctors [4] invokes electron-phonon coupling for Cooper-pair formation. Optical

phonons are important in an ionic lattice such as Hg-1201 and Raman scattering of



light has been employed to probe its phonon structure [5-9]. The Raman spectrum

shows a strong peak near 590 cm"1 and a shoulder around 570 cm"1. The peak is

assigned to the Aig apical oxygen, while the origin of the shoulder is still

controversial: it may arise from the vibration of the apical oxygen in the HgOs plane

[5], from the Eg mode of the apical oxygen [6] or from the A[g mode of the oxygen in

the CuO2 plane [7]. Polarized Raman scattering experiments indicate that the mode at

570 cm"1 is related to the interstitial oxygen, while the peak at 590 cm"1 definitely

corresponds to the A]g mode of the apical oxygen [8]. In an earlier study of the

temperature dependence of the Raman spectra of single-crystal Hg-1201 [9],

anomalous phonon self-energy effects have been observed in the superconducting

state. These are likely related to electron-phonon coupling, as no structural transition

is known for Hg-1201 at low temperatures. Therefore, electron-phonon interactions

are expected to play a role in the electron-electron pairing mechanism in this

material.

Among the non-conventional mechanisms which have been invoked sofar for

high-Tc copper oxides, collective charge fluctuations leading to screening by

plasmons [10] are believed to be important in some materials. The motions of the

carriers are highly correlated owing to their strong Coulomb repulsions, giving rise

to low-lying plasmon modes. The charge fluctuation mechanism is emphasised in

cuprate superconductors by their strong anisotropy and by the presence of a layer

stacking sequence. High resolution and analytical electron microscopy techniques

have been used to probe the electronic structure of Hg-1201 superconductors [11].

Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) reveals a free-carrier plasmon at an

energy of about 1-2 eV. This implies that charge fluctuations are large in the Hg

oxides and may contribute to the pairing mechanism.

In trying to understand the mechanism leading to an increased pair binding in

these cuprates, it is therefore quite natural to incorporate hole-phonon interactions

and hole-plasmon interactions. In the present work we evaluate a pairing mechanism

for Hg-1201 which arises from the coupling of the carriers to both the optical

phonons and the plasmon excitations. Specifically, we shall aim at assessing whether

this coupled mechanism can explain the large binding energy and the enhanced Tc

value. The gas of hole carriers lies in the layered sequence of copper oxide planes



and their Coulomb repulsions are screened by both charge fluctuations and optical

phonons. It is worth mentioning that Hadjiev et al. [12] have reported the

observation of strong superconductivity-induced effects of phonon renormalization

in Hg-1234 superconductors (Tc = 123 K). An Alg Raman peak at 575 cm"1 is related

to the apical oxygen and the changes of phonon self-energy are accompanied by a

strong enhancement of the Raman intensity in the superconducting state. It is further

suggested that the A]g Raman peaks at 575 cm"1 and 487 cm"1 are coupled phonon-

electron vibrations.

This evidence relating to coupled phonon-electron excitations associated with

the apical oxygen in the Hg-1234 superconductors [12], together with the Raman and

electron energy loss spectroscopy studies of Hg-1201 [5-9,11], have provided the

motivation for the present work. We may also refer to the earlier work of Tachiki

and Takahashi [13], who have attributed superconductivity in La- and Y- based

cuprates to a pairing interaction mediated by charge transfer oscillations associated

with longitudinal optical phonons, and to the work of Falter et al. on cuprates [14],

relating to mode mixing between phonons and low-energy plasmons whenever the

dispersion of the electronic bands in the c direction is sufficiently small at the Fermi

level. Our study may also have potential usefulness in relation to materials

containing (CuO2)n stacks.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In sect. 2 an effective interaction potential

for Hg-1201 cuprates is developed by studying the collective excitations of ions and

holes in a single conducting CuC>2 layer as a limit of a periodic stack of such layers

which are well separated from each other by insulating metal oxide layers. The

random phase approximation is adopted for the polarizabilities and leads to a model

dielectric function which obeys the appropriate sum rules. The zero's of the

dielectric function yield two modes, namely a low-energy 2D plasmon and a mixed

optical phonon-plasmon mode. The static limit of the dielectric function is then used

to calculate the hole-hole coupling strength and hence the transition temperature Tc.

The isotope effect and the energy gap ratio are also estimated. The details of the

numerical analysis and its results are discussed in section 3. The main findings

include: (i) the optical phonon combined with collective charge fluctuations

describes an attractive pairing mechanism and leads to predict a high value for Tc;
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(ii) in comparison with the BCS results, a reduced isotope effect and an enhanced

energy gap reflect a strong coupling regime. Therefore, it appears that there is a

transition from phonon-mediated superconductivity to a dual phonon-plasmon

mechanism in Hg-1201 superconductors. A summary and our main conclusions are

presented in section 4.

2. The model

We start by giving a brief description of the layered structure of Hg-1201. The

tetragonal unit cell contains a single CuO2 layer with apical oxygens above and

below the Cu ions. Barium ions are located above and below the centres of the

cuprate squares and may be regarded as being in the same plane as the apical

oxygens, so that the combination of a CuO2 plane with two BaO planes may be

taken as a basic structural unit. These three layers are then stacked with glue

provided by Hg ions directly above and below the apical oxygen ions, thus forming

the stacking [(HgOs)o (BaO)c (CuO2)o (BaO)c]...., where the subscripts c and o

indicate whether the cation is at the centre or at the origin of the mesh for each layer.

The x-y plane containing the a and b axes is taken to lie in the CuO2 layer, with the c

axis lying along the z direction. Neighbouring CuO2 planes are at a distance d equal

to the lattice parameter along the c axis.

In the stoichiometric material each basic structural unit is insulating. An

excess oxygen content in amount 8 introduces hole carriers in each CuO2 layer. The

effective interaction between each pair of holes is in our model determined by

screening of the Coulomb repulsion via collective excitations in the layered fluid of

holes (plasmons) and in the underlying ionic lattice (optical phonons). We begin by

discussing the plasmon mechanism.

2.1 Electronic dielectric function

The bare Coulomb potential between charge carriers in the layered system, after

Fourier transforming in the x-y plane, is

Vc(q,|z-z'|) = iE^L exp[-q |z - z'|] . (1)



Here, q is a wavevector in the x-y plane and £„ is the high-frequency dielectric

constant accounting for core-electron polarization. Of course, we are interested in the

case where z-z' =jd withy an integer.

The effective dynamic interaction between the charge carriers is obtained by a

simple diagrammatic approach in terms of the polarizability function Il/q,©) for the

carriers in each layer. The result is

V (q,y; CO) = Vc(q,/> + L Vc(q,y-/ ) Iir (q,co) V(q,/;(D) (2)

However, since all CuO2 planes are identical the polarizability function can be

assumed to be independent of j . The summation in Eq. (2) is then performed via

Fourier transform along the z-direction, namely by setting

d f nld

V(q,y; co) = J Vs(q,qz; CO) exp[- iy qz d ] dq z , (3)

-nld

where the wave vector qz is along the perpendicular to the x-y plane. Equation (2)

then yields

27te2

Vs(q,qz ;co) = S(q,qz), (4)

q e(q,qz ;co)

with
x_ sinh(qaO

ZJ cosh (qd) - cos (qzd) V>

being a static form factor for the carriers. The above expression was originally

derived by Fetter [15] for a layered electron gas within a hydrodynamical approach.

This result is of interest for a cuprate superconductor insofar as it can be usefully

modelled by a stacking sequence of conducting layers. The dielectric function in Eq.

(4) is given by

e(q,qz;co)= e» + P (q.co) S(q,qz) (6)

with

P (q,CO) = ± i l ^ n (q,CO), (7)
- 2 j c e 2



in terms of the polarizability function fl(q,co) for a single band of charge carriers.

The long-wavelength form of this function will be used in § 2.3 below.

In view of the strong anisotropy of the penetration depth in Hg-1201 [16], we

are mainly interested in the effective dynamic interaction between pairs of carriers in

the plane at z = 0 [17]. This is given by

d f +nfd

V(q;co)= J Vs(q,qz ;co) dqz. (g)
271 J -Kid w

Using equations (4)-(7), we obtain

2 7t e2 D (q,co) sinh (qd)
V(q;co)= . Kl— (9)

| D ( 0 ) | [ |D2(q,co)-l |]1 / 2

with

D(q,co)= cosh(qd) + sinh (qa!) P(q,a>)/e». (10)

According to Eq. (9) an effective attractive interaction will result in ranges of q and

co where D(q,co) is negative. In fact, the long-wavelength limit (q—»0) is especially

relevant in the case of screened Coulomb interactions. For small qd values, the

result in Eq. (9) simplifies to

2ne2d D(q,co)
V(q;co)= (11)

E- | D(q, CO) | [ |D2(q,C0)-l | ]1 / 2

and

D(q,co) = 1+ qd P (q,co)/ £» (12)

Finally, the extreme anisotropy limit of a system constituted by a periodic

stack of isolated conducting layers is achieved by setting d—>°° in Eq. (9). This yields

2 7ie2

V(q;co)= (13)
q e(q>co)

with
£(q,C0) = £»„+ P(q,C0). (14)

For an attractive interaction £(q,co) must be negative. Of course, the long-wavelength

collective excitations propagating in the x-y plane in the gas of carriers will have the

character of a 3D plasmon in the case of finite d described by Eq. (11) and that of a

2D plasmon in the extreme anisotropy limit given by Eq. (13). We shall proceed

to include the effect of optical vibrations of the ionic lattice in the latter limit.



2.2 Inclusion of ionic lattice polarization

The dynamic screening in the Hg-1201 system has been evaluated in § 2.1 by

treating the system as a layered gas of hole carriers inside the CuO2 layers, the

carriers being introduced by the excess oxygen content 5 in the parent compound. In

addition, the contraction and expansion of the Cu-0 network associated with the

motions of the oxygens will contribute to the screening mechanism. The effective

dynamic interaction Vs(q,qz;co) between the carriers is still given by Eq. (4):

however, the dielectric function of the oxide appearing in this equation is given by

the sum of contributions from the core electrons, from the charge fluctuations in the

gas of carriers and from the ionic motions. The dielectric function in Eq. (13) is then

replaced by

8(q,co) = £Q. + />(q,G>) + Pi(q,(D), (15)

Pi (q,co) being the polarizability associated with the ionic motions and P (q,co) being

given by Eq. (7).

A realistic calculations of n(q,oo) in Eq. (7) requires a detailed knowledge of

eigenstates and eigenvalues for the carriers in the x-y plane, i.e. a many-body

treatment of the marginal Fermi liquid in a strongly correlated 2D system. However,

a random phase approximation (RPA) form of the carrier polarizability is widely

used to describe the plasmon excitation and can be helpful to display the coupling

effects in a simple manner [18]. In particular, in the long-wavelength limit (q—>0) for

a single-band model of charge carriers with density n and effective mass m*, this

approximation yields

P(q,C0) = _ _ L _ (16)
Ai-co

Here, Q.p = ( 2Kne2q/ m*)1/2 is the 2D plasma frequency and A^= q2vF
2/2 with vF the

Fermi velocity.

On the other hand, the ionic polarizability in Eq. (15) is expressed as [18]

_ , N e~ (coLo2-c»ro2)
P-x (q, CO) = 2 2 (17)

o> CO
where coLO and coTO are the frequencies of the longitudinal and transverse optical

vibrations of the system. The monolayer Hg-1201 system contains eight atoms in a



unit cell and their motions will be described by several phonon modes; however, for

the sake of simplicity we consider here a single optical vibration without dispersion.

The model dielectric function is thus written as

Di
£(q,CO) = £~+—7-2 + T T - T •

A | -CO A 2 -CO

0 0 0 0 0

where Di = Qp , D2= COLO - <J>ro and A2 = C0ro , respectively.

Equation (18) leads to a two-coupled-oscillator form of the inverse dielectric

function, which is given by

Here, Q.x are the frequencies of the two modes, to be obtained from the solution of

the coupled-mode equation which follows by setting e(q,Q) = 0 at the resonance

frequencies:

(Q2-A,2) (Q2-A2
2) + D,(A2

2-ft2) + D2(Aj2-Q2) = 0. (20)

The oscillators strengths in Eq. (19) are defined as

(Q,2 - A,2) (Q2
2 - A2

2)

f l =

and similarly for f 2. The following sum rules are valid :

2

D2+A,2+A2
2 , (22a)

and i = I

2

(22b)

i (0) / ̂ i2 (0) = 1 , (22c)

with f; (0) /X2j2 (0) being the limiting value of f;(q) / Qs
2(q) at long-wavelengths. This

implies that E~! (q —» 0, 0) -> 0 in the static limit.



The solution of Eq. (20) is

2Q±2 = [Qps
2 +Af +coL0

2] ± [(QPs
2 +A1

2+coL0
2 )2 - 4(A1

2COLO
2 +o>ro2^ps2)]m (23)

with Q.p&= Qp/̂ Eoo. The above values of the eigenfrequencies arise from mode mixing

between the optical phonons and the 2D plasmons. Further simplification is achieved

by treating the second term under the square root as small. This yields

Q +
2 « a p s

2 + A ! 2 (24)

for the upper mode in the adiabatic approximation, which is the dispersion relation of

a 2D plasmon. The lower mode frequency is

2 , (25)

again in the adiabatic approximation.

Finally, the dielectric function can be rewritten in terms of the exact solution

of Eq. (23) for the coupled phonon-plasmon modes as

, x ( » 2 " ^ +
2 ) (G)2 " ^ 2 )

E(q,co) = e- ±- 121- z± (26)
(co2 -o>ro2) (co2 - A,2)

and thus the effective interaction potential takes the form

V(q,C0) = Vc(q) e-!(q,CO)

qe»

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

v__.r iKJ, (12+ + Ai -C0xo ) (*"_ ~ fOro ) (^2_ + A; - coxo )
(co2-Q+

2)(Q+
2-Q_2) " ( co 2 -Q_ 2 ) (^ +

2 -^_ 2 )
(27)

Equation (27) essentially describes the coupling strength for the scattering of a

fermion from the state | k> to the state | k'> in the long-wavelength limit. The first

term is the direct Coulomb repulsion, the second term arises from the exchange of

free-carrier excitations, and the third from the exchange of screened optical phonons.

As an application, the effective strength of the hole-hole coupling in the

superconducting state of Hg-1201 is evaluated in the following subsection.

10



2.3 Effective hole-hole coupling strength

The evaluation of the superconducting transition temperature Tc requires information

about the electron-electron and the electron-phonon coupling strengths. While

calculating Tc, the mass enhancement parameter X due to electron-phonon coupling

is usually treated first and the effective Coulomb interaction between carriers is

subsequently introduced in terms of the pseudopotential fi* [19]. In dealing with a

high-Tc superconductor we evaluate the latter parameter within the two-dimensional

model that we have presented in the preceding subsections.

We define the renormalized Coulomb repulsive parameter [19] as

(LI* = J J . / [ 1 + ]l In { £F/hC0ro}] » (28)

where we have set the cut-off frequency equal to the screened-phonon frequency

COTO We write the Coulomb strength parameter \x in Eq. (28) as (I = N2D(eF)U, where

N2D(£F) is the 2D density of states at the Fermi energy and U is the static screened

interaction V(q) = V(q,co = 0) averaged over the 2D Fermi circle,

/"2kF

I dq V(q)
U = — (29)

/2kF

Jo
From Eq. (18) we have

e(q,a>=0) = £0 +
2 Z ^ ! l (30)

eFq

Here, e0 = £<*, coL0
2/ C0TO2 is the low-frequency dielectric constant of the lattice,

including the contribution from the optic-phonon modes. The result is

(31)

Substitution of this value of [i into Eq. (28) yields the renormalized Coulomb

parameter that we shall use in the next section to estimate the superconducting

transition temperature for Hg-1201.

11



3. Results and discussion

In the calculation of the superconducting state parameters of HgBa2Cu04.2, realistic

values of some physical parameters can be derived from experimental data. In

particular, the effective mass m* of the charge carriers is obtained as m*~ 4rrie from

the jump AC in the specific heat at Tc[20],

m* AC (32)
- = 7.102 „ - , <32>

The value of AC/ Tc is given as 15 mJ / (mol- K 2 ) from specific heat measurements

[21] and the 2D charge carrier density is n = 4 x 1014cm"2 at 5 = 0.2. Therefore, the

McMillan electron-phonon coupling strength X [22] is obtained as

X= E ! - 1 « 3 . (33)
me

The other parameters of the carriers are the Fermi velocity vF = 1.5xl07cm/s and the

Fermi energy eF = 0.24 eV.

Turning to the parameters related to the ions, a reasonable value of the

background dielectric constant £coin cuprate materials is £„= 4 [23]. The optic-mode

frequencies, on the other hand, can be estimated in an ionic model using a value of Z

= 2.16 from the effective ionic valence [3]. Such a model yields [24]

0)LO2 = [K + T|] /M (34)

and

o>ro2 = [ K - T I ] / M , (35)

where M is the reduced mass of the Cu-0 pair, while K and r\ are suitable force

constants defined for an inverse-power r~s overlap repulsion as

K = ( Z e ) 2 - ^ (36)

and

Sf (37)

12



Qc being the volume of the unit cell. Taking s = 10 [24] and ro= 3.88 A [25], we find

K = 16.6xlO4 gm s'2 andr| = 6.3xlO4 gm s'2, and hence coLO= 550 cm"1 and G>ro = 370

cm"1. The estimated value of the static dielectric constant of the lattice then is £o =

8.9. The calculated value of the LO frequency is to be compared with the measured

value of the A,g mode of the apical oxygen in the G1O2 plane, which is 590 cm"1

from the Raman spectra of Hg-1201 superconductors [5-9].

With the above values for the input parameters, the upper and lower mode

frequencies hQ+ and hQ_, are then estimated. The 2D plasmon energy from Eq. (24)

is estimated as 1.5 eV at 2kF and the frequency of the optical phonon dressed with

electronic excitations is about 51 meV. High-resolution and analytical electron

microscopy of HgBa2Cu04+5 reveals a charge carrier plasmon lying typically 1-2 eV

away from the core EELS spectra [11]. The effective hole-hole dynamic interaction

corresponding to the above values of the system parameters is illustrated in Figure 1

as a function of frequency in a semi-logarithmic plot. A first pole at co = Q_ arises

from the screened optical phonon and a second lies at co = Q.+ in correspondence with

the 2D plasmon energy. The effective potential is attractive in the ranges co< Q._ and

Aj< co < Q.+,while it is repulsive in the domains Q._< co < Aj and co > Q.+.

Finally, we evaluate the 2kF scattering of the charge carriers on the Fermi

circle. We find u. = 0.78 from Eq. (31) and |i* = 0.34 from Eq. (28). The large

reduction of \i* relative to \x is due to the fact that the ratio eF / hco-po is much larger

than unity. In a true sense, the holes move in a correlated way which quenches the

Coulomb interaction and leads to an attractive interaction via exchange of coupled

modes. The dimensionless Coulomb pseudopotential is drastically renormalised in

cuprates.

We proceed to evaluate the transition temperature Tc for Hg-1201. In the

regime A, > 1 the strong coupling theory applies [26], yielding

ph r n -1 /9

Tc =0.25 coTO [ exp ( 2/Xeff ) - 1 ] (38)

where

={\-\L*)[l+2\L* + \\L*t (X) I"1 (39)

13



and

t(A.)=1.5exp(-0.28X) (40)

The transition temperature Tc, after inclusion of the plasmon mechanism, is [26]

T c = T c
p h ( ^ r ) V (4i)

Tc

with

(42>

and Xpi - 0.25. We find X6({ « 1.14, Tc
ph s 61 K and Tc = 94 K, in excellent

agreement with the measured values Tc = 94 - 98 K in Hg-1201 [1-3].

With our earlier choice for the cut-off frequency as o>ro, the isotope effect

exponent a is given by

0>ro dT<=
a =

2TC do>ro
(43)

From equations (37) and (40) and using the relation d|i*/dG>ro = M-*2/c<>ro . is [27]

yielding a = 0.14. Therefore, the present model predicts a strong reduction of the

isotope-effect exponent in Hg-1201 relative to the value a = 0.5 for conventional

superconductors. In principle, the isotope effect alone cannot be used to assess the

role of the electron-phonon coupling in the pairing mechanism. However, a small

isotope-effect exponent usually implies an unconventional pairing mechanism, and

in particular is a consequence of the coupled phonon-plasmon mechanism that we

have treated.

Finally, the reduced energy gap parameter (3 [28] is obtained as

= 3.52 [ 1+5.3 ( I - ) l n P B ) ] (45)
x o> Tc

where A(0) is the energy gap at zero temperature. We find (3 = 4.53 in Hg-1201,

14



substantially larger than the BCS value P = 3.53. In high-Tc superconductors it is

now accepted that the gap-to-Tc ratio in the ab plane ranges from 5 to 8. In particular,

for Hg cuprates Krantz et al. [9] have interpreted an observed anomaly in the phonon

frequency and linewidth at 568 cm "' as due to a change in the phonon self-energy

due to the onset of superconductivity, leading to the estimate 2AQ = 8.7 kBTc.

4. Conclusion

Addition of oxygen to a Hg-based cuprate material, which can be viewed as an ionic

solid containing well separated CuO2 layers, introduces hole carriers in these layers.

In this work we have treated the hole-hole pairing mechanism for superconductivity

in such a layered material as arising from the in-layer Coulomb interactions screened

by plasmons and by optical phonons. For the sake of simplicity a single (longitudinal

and transverse) optical phonon mode has been considered, with a flat dispersion

relation. The main focus has been on relating a quasi-2D model to physical

parameters of the superconducting state, i.e. the transition temperature Tc, the

isotope-effect exponent a and the energy gap ratio (3.

The model dielectric function e(q,co) that we have evaluated accounts for

screening of the Coulomb repulsions between the carriers by means of the RPA

forms of the polarizabilities of the gas of carriers and of the ionic lattice, satisfying

the appropriate sum rules in the long-wavelength limit. The combination of hole-

plasmon and hole-optic phonon mechanisms, although lying on different energy

scales, turns out to be quite effective in yielding a superconducting state in the strong

coupling regime. The calculated values of the vibrational frequencies and of the

plasma frequency at 2kF are in the range of values obtained from Raman and

Electron Energy Loss spectroscopies. The large enhancement of the effective mass

of the carriers from hole-phonon coupling, combined with a relatively small value of

the renormalized Coulomb repulsion parameter |i* and with the coupling of the

carriers to 2D plasmons, leads to a value of Tc in excellent agreement with the

observation.

A central prediction of the present approach is the evaluation of the isotope-

effect exponent. The optical phonon frequencies involve the reduced mass and

substitution of 8O
16 by 8O18 will shift the transition temperature. The reduced isotope

15



exponent arises from the phonon-plasmon pairing mechanism in place of a purely

optic-phonon mechanism. Our approach also indicates an increased value of the

energy gap ratio in comparison with the BCS limit, as a consequence of a transition

from the conventional phonon pairing mechanism to the dual phonon-plasmon

mechanism.

In conclusion, superconductivity in HgBa2Cu04.2 is explained by optical

phonons combined with collective charge fluctuations. The present model can easily

be extended to other members of the family of Hg-based superconductors having a

larger number of CuO2 layers. Multiple layers can be incorporated in the effective

interaction potential and one may expect additional excitation branches.
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Figure. 1 Effective dynamic interaction potential V(q,co) at q = 2kF as a function

of co (in eV) on a semi-logarithmic scale. The two poles lie at frequencies

Q_ and Q.+, with Q_ = 51 meV and Q+ - 1.5 eV in the present case of the

Hg-1201 superconductor.
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